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Remember, life is not about possession; it’s
about appreciation, new hopes & aspirations
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Well.... it’s that (almost) time again!
But do not fret, this Channel edition is merely to serve as a reconnect at a time when we
all feel a little isolated and detached from what we only recently regarded as a “normal”
existence. Inevitably our lives have been disrupted and our focuses have changed.
All of which emphasises the importance in our lives of the Rotary movement to which we
are connected in one way or another, from our own members and those members from
other clubs, from past exchange students to friends of Rotary of which there are many.
Hopefully we will be resuming face-to-face meetings in the near future albeit with rules
and regulations in place regarding the pandemic, the first of which will be held next
Monday 18th January at the Kokoda Track BBQ area. I exhort all members, partners and
friends to join in this informal club gathering to enjoy the fellowship we have missed for so
long and make a positive start to this brand new year in the hope that we can regain some
of the impetus we have previously enjoyed. So don your most informal garb, bring something to imbibe and lets get 2021 off to a great start!
I will be asking all members in a follow-up email of their intentions regarding attendance
and numbers will be required prior to the end of this week.

Also....
1)

Our Farmers Markets are set to resume on Sunday 7th February.

2.) Treasurer Ken has sent out invoices for the club semi-annual dues which need to be
paid by January 21st.
3.) District 9675 Conference to be held March 19-21

District 9675 Conference 2021
OPENING
OPPORTUNITIES
THROUGH
ROTARY

Friday 19 March to Sunday 21 March 2021
Sydney Masonic Centre
66 Goulburn St., Sydney, NSW 2000
Call:
(02) 9284 2888
Website: https://www.smcfc.com.au/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/smcfc.au/

From the desk of the District Secretary
Graffiti Removal Day 28th March 2021
Graffiti vandalism costs the
NSW Government and residents
more than $300 million every
year. The aim of Graffiti
Removal Day is to highlight the
problem of graffiti across NSW
and encourage people to volunteer their time to remove and
prevent graffiti.
Since Graffiti Removal Day was
established in 2012, volunteers
have removed 141,000sqm of
graffiti, saving our community
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about $10.40 million.
For clubs based in NSW, PDG Barry Antees, (Deputy Project Manager/Volunteer
Manager, Graffiti Removal Day) has written to all Councils and Shires advising them of
Graffiti Removal Day on Sunday 28 March 2021.
Each year our district strives to create preventative measures against repeat graffiti.
Last year we had great success with murals, which have a 10–12-year life span.
This year we thought of combing Rotary's 100 years in Australia with the green preventative measure. We have informed the Councils and Shires of Rotary's celebration and
have asked them to provide for free trees where Councils do their own propagation, for
sites where we can remove the graffiti, plant trees in front of the walls or fences thus preventing it being re- graffitied. It is suggested that Rotary Clubs could work with local
school children and plant 100 trees at these sites as a way of celebrating 100 years,
greening the planet and preventing graffiti reoccurring. Having the school children
involved will have them take ownership of the project, learn about greening the planet
and the fight against graffiti. The added bonus of the promotional value to clubs, is enormous.
Of course, in addition to this activity we will be working with our community volunteers
and Rotary Clubs to perform our normal Graffiti Removal Day operations where we
regularly remove over 30,000 square metres of graffiti each year from residential and
community assets with over 2,500 volunteers.
Contact details: Barry Antees Phone: 1300 665310 Mobile: 0413 880 267 Website: www.graffitiremovalday.org.au

Another reminder...
At the very beginning when restrictions were being introduced and mass gatherings were
shut down I wrote the following piece and with our lives still restricted to some degree and
at the risk of boring all and sundry to distraction, I repeat....
During this covid-19 pandemic, public health recommendations are to minimise infection spread
with country-specific recommendations. Typically these focus on self isolation, reduced social
contact, and scrupulous hand hygiene.
So while ensuring appropriate quarantine and public health advice is being followed, it has been
suggested that we encourages all to try to do a little more activity, every day, to improve their
physical preparation in case they are infected with the coronavirus and are unlucky enough to be
more severely affected.
This advice is particularly pertinent to those that are at risk whether through age or ill-health.
The aim is first to prevent any physical deterioration due to isolation, and secondly, to optimise
cardio-respiratory fitness to reduce the risk of complications.
Therefore the following is suggested:
Home based exercises, following NHS advice on physical activity guidelines (e.g. for older adults)
should be included as an essential part of the self isolation/ protection guidelines.
Walking extra steps around the same rooms on the flat, or using stairs – even one step up and
down- is better than sitting or lying most of the day. Particularly so if such a routine is performed
every few hours. Furthermore, where it is possible to take walks while avoiding unnecessary social
contact, this should be encouraged. Encouraging the elderly to sit upright and to take deep
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breaths will expand lung volume and reduce the risk of lung collapse.
These exercises are continued daily, but stopped if a temperature develops, if the individual
becomes unwell, or if covid-19 is diagnosed.
There are many gentle exercises that can be undertaken in the home and if carried out
daily, can make all the difference in keeping us healthy.
On YouTube, a physiotherapist Mike Kutcher has
about 40 or so extremely easy to follow videos of
exercises for seniors. Simply search for “More
Life Health for Seniors” and stay fit and healthy.
If you have access to some reasonably light hand
weights, or even a can of fruit or the like as a
substitute is a good way to make some exercises
just a little harder.
Remember, only do as much as you feel you can,
but attempt some of the activities twice a day.

for those who didn’t think 2020 was very funny....

Have faith in
the Pfizer
vaccine. Don’t
forget they
make Viagra.
If they can
raise the
dead.... they can
save the living!

plus a little extra...
People who
wonder whether
the glass is half
empty or half full
miss the point.
The glass is
refillable!
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I tried to
re-marry my
ex-wife.
But she figured
out I was only
after my money

The older you get
the more you
appreciate
cancelled plans,
early nights,
thunderstorms
and alcohol that is
on sale.
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Kylie Scott awarded an Aspire Award Medal

International Day of People with Disability:
Unlike many countries in Europe, the USA and Ireland for example, Australia's uptake of
university education for people with intellectual disability has been slow to develop, with
only the University of Sydney and Flinders University having such programs.
The Centre for Disability Studies had the opportunity to present at the Attorney-General's
Department in Canberra about its uni 2 beyond program at Sydney University and invited
former students Kylie Scott and Amrita Ramjas to accompany CDS Director Mary-Ann
O'Donovan and David Pech, Career Advisor, to talk about their
experiences - academic and social - at university.
Their memories and stories were very positive, and demonstrated
the benefits of and the need for much more inclusion at all levels
of learning.
Amrita had the opportunity to speak on ABC radio the evening before,
and next day at Parliament House the group met with Bill Shorten MP
and others before presenting to the Attorney-General's Department.
As Down Syndrome Australia Network representative for NSW, Kylie
also took part by Zoom in the first Inclusion International Global SelfAdvocacy Summit.
In December 2020, Kylie received an Australian Aspire Award Medal of
Recognition for Individual Best Achievement Service to the Australian
People.

Kylie Scott... an inspiration to us all!
‘Really, I want to speak up for people who can’t. We all need to
be understood and supported.’ - Kylie Scott
Like everyone, Kylie has had ups and downs in her life.
In particular, for many years before the NDIS, workplaces lacked
the right understanding of the support needed for people with
intellectual disability. Her talks highlight some readily understandable ways we all may assist people less able than ourselves
so they are confident and included in all our communities.
Kylie’s life as a person with an intellectual disability (Down
syndrome) is very full, and her experiences have equipped her
to share her story for the benefit of others. For Kylie, it is important that the focus for
everyone should be on ability – not disability.
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When Kylie was growing up, her parents lobbied for her to
have the same opportunities as her sister, such as going to
her local school. With her mother Evelyn’s help, Kylie runs
her own business as a public speaker, advocate and artist.
Kylie has described her mother as the wind beneath her
wings.
In 2017-2018, she attended the uni 2 beyond program, run
by the Centre for Disability Studies, an affiliate of the
University of Sydney’s Medical School. The program aims
to help students become real advocates and supporters of
social inclusion. There, she enjoyed a great sense of
belonging as part of the university community, with Sydney
Uni peer mentors helping her with her individual learning
projects.
Kylie’s has represented Australia in tennis at the Dublin 2003
and Shanghai 2007 Special Olympics.
Kylie has represented people living with intellectual disability
on various committees and networks. She was named as
2019 Sydney Local Health District’s Volunteer of the Year.

Kylie with then Governor-General
Sir Peter Cosgrove on World
Down Syndrome Day

Reading this young lady’s CV is exhausting and to understand a little of the scope of her
achievements and how she is continually affecting the lives of so many people, visit
www.kyliedownsbarriers.com.au

Vocational Service is the shared responsibility of both the Rotary Club and its members
and focuses on:
• Adherence to and promotion of the highest ethical standards in all occupations,
including fair treatment of employers, employees, associates, competitors, and the public.
• The recognition of the worthiness of all useful occupations, not just those that are
pursued by Rotarians.
• The contribution of each members’ vocational talents to solving the problems of society
and meeting the needs of the community.
The role of the Club is to implement and encourage the Rotary objectives by its own
actions in dealing with the community and by the development of projects that enable
members to use their vocational talents in the service of the community.
The role of members is to conduct themselves and their businesses in accordance with
Rotary principles, and support the Vocational Service projects that the club has developed.
Our annual Pride of Workmanship night will again be a huge success and will be as always
a wonderful way to promote Rotary in the community.
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Joke of the week
A new Priest at his first mass was so nervous he
could hardly speak. After mass he asked the
Monsignor how he had done.
The Monsignor replied, "When I am worried
about getting nervous on the pulpit, I put a glass
of vodka next to the water glass. If I start to get
nervous, I take a sip."
So next Sunday he took the Monsignor's advice.
At the beginning of the sermon, he got nervous
and took a drink & proceeded to talk up a storm.
Upon his return to his office after the mass, he
found the following note on the door:
1) Sip the vodka, don't gulp.
2) There are 10 commandments, not 12.
3) There are 12 disciples, not 10.
4) Jesus was consecrated, not constipated.
5) Jacob wagered his donkey, he did not bet his
ass.
6) We do not refer to Jesus Christ as the late J.C..
7) The Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are not
referred to as Daddy, Junior and the Spook.
8) David slew Goliath; he did not kick the shit out
of him..
9) When David was hit by a rock and knocked off
his donkey, don't say he was stoned off his ass.
10) We do not refer to the cross as the 'Big T.'
11) When Jesus broke the bread at the last supper
he said,"Take this and eat it for this is my body."
He did not say,"Eat me."
12) The recommended grace before a meal is not:
Rub-A-Dub-Dub thanks for the grub, Yeah God.
13) Next Sunday there will be a taffy pulling
contest at St. Peter's not a peter pulling contest
at St. Taffy's.
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ROTARY’S CODE OF CONDUCT
As a Rotarian, I will:
1)Exemplify the core value of integrity in
all behaviours and activities.
2)Use my vocational experiences and
talents to serve in Rotary.
3)Conduct all of my personal, business
and professional affairs ethically,
encouraging and fostering high ethical
standards as an example to others.
4)Be fair in all dealings with others and
treat them with the respect due to
them as fellow human beings.
5)Promote recognition and respect for
all occupations which are useful to
society.
6)Offer my vocational talents: to provide
opportunities for young people, to
work for the relief of the special needs
of others and to improve the quality of
life in my community.
7)Honour the trust that Rotary and
fellow Rotarians provide and not do
anything that will bring disfavour or
reflect adversely on Rotary or fellow
Rotarians.
8)Not seek from a fellow Rotarian a
privilege or advantage not normally
accorded others in a business or
professional relationship.

26th October 2020

BOARD MEMBERS 2020/21
President: Angela Porritt
President Elect: Cornelia Day
Secretary: Allan Petersen
Treasurer: Ken Wright
Immediate PP: Charmaine Langley
Farmers Market: Helen McCaffery

Farmers Market: Helen McCaffery
Club Service: James Chin
International Service: Ian Gilkes
Community Service: Daniel Music
New Generations: Peter Robinson
Vocational Service: Peter Reynolds
Membership: Michael Brown

Assistant International Service Director: Maree Ohlin

CLUB MEMBERS
Bhavnagri Viraf
Strucural Engineering
Brown David (Beverley)
Graphic Art (Retired)
Brown Michael (Liane)
Graphic Art (Pre-Press)
Bryant Oscar
IT Customer Service
Cassaniti Santino (Marie)
Funeral Services
James Chin
Medicine - Health & Lifestyle
Day Cornelia
Real Estate - Commercial
Dowley Peter (Maree)
Security Services
Ferrari Kevin
Entrepreneur
Ferguson Garry (Jennifer)
Geological Science
Gagliano Cheryl (Tony)
Legal Assistant
Gilkes Ian (Sue)
Printing Commercial
Guerin Roger (Kitty)
Engineering - Local Government
Hughes Don (Judith)
Education - Science
Hunter Dianne
Accountancy - Admin
Kane Ray (Judith)
Transport (Retired)
,

Kang Alice
Marketing & Community
Relations (Retired)

Langley Charmaine
Project Manager Higher Education

Reynolds Peter (Mariana)
Education - Languages

Legey Patrick (Annmaree)
Pest Control

Rez Simon
Law

Long Kevin (Anna)
Promotional Products

Robertson Jim (Florence)
Mediation Services

Love Judy
Aged Care Aministration

Robinson Peter (Barbara)
Marketing and Sales

Ly Steven
Planning Logistics

Rogers Peter (Mary)
Mystery Shopping

McCaffrey Helen (Bill)
Corrosion Control

Scott Evelyn
Govt Services (Retired)

McCarthy Phillip (Jillian)
Accounting - Chartered

Williamson David
Building Administration

McIntosh Graham
Pharmacy (retired)

Wright Alan (Lorna)
Paint Manufacture

Murray Ken
Education - Secondary (ret)

Wright Ken (Georgia)
Accounting Services

Music Daniel
Facilities Management

Xu Grant (Cynthia)
IT Professional

Ohlin Maree (Peter)
IT Project Management

Petrie Stephen (Cathryn)
Mechanical Engineering

Bell, Richard (Christine)
Davidson, Carole
Kistan, Nesan (Cheryl)
Michel, Lois
McCaffrey, William (Helen)
#* Rodway, Barry (Norah)
Spence, Wal (Elaine)
#** Smith, Peter (Marlene)

Porritt Angela (Rhys)
Database Development

* Past President # Paul Harris Fellow
** Past Pres. Rotary Club of Strathfield

Paterson Bill (Doreen)
Services & Development
Counselling
Petersen Allan (Welwyn)
Education - Primary

“Well,
where
the hell
do I
start?”
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HONORARY MEMBERS
#*
#
#
#

THOUGHT
FOR
THE
WEEK
If Jimmy cracks corn and nobody
cares, why is there a song about it?
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